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Parity violation in y+d-^-n +p
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We calculate the asymmetry Ack=[a(+)-a(-)]/[a(+)+a(-)] for the reaction
fd->-np, where a( + ) [a( - )J is the total cross section for right [left] circularly polarized
photons. The calculation is carried out for photon energies up to 30 MeV above threshold
in the laboratory system. The result for Ack is expressed in terms of the effective parity-
violating NNv, NNp, and NNcocoupling constants.

I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of parity-violating effects in nonleptonic
nuclear processes are of considerable importance
since they give information on the strangeness con-
serving nonleptonic weak interactions. One of the
outstanding puzzles in this field is the experimental
value1 of the photon circular polarization (Py) in the
n +p-*d+y reaction, which is about 50 times
larger than the predicted one.2

In this paper we report on a calculation of the
asymmetry Ack in the total cross section for the re-
action y+d-+n +p for circularly polarized incident
photons, defined as

Adl=[a(+)-a(-)]/[a(+)+a(-)] ,

where <r(+) and a{-) are the total cross sections
for right-handed and left-handed photons, respec-
tively. As pointed out by Lee,3 for photon energies
near threshold, Acil is equal to the photon circular
polarization in n +p-+d +y. The latter depends
only on the A/=0 and A/=2 parts of the parity-
violating interaction.

The calculation of Lee was carried out for photon
energies up to 1 MeV above threshold, using the
Hulthen-Sugawara4 wave function. The results were
given for specific values of the effective parity-
violating nucleon-nucleon-meson coupling constants.
Here we study Ack for photon energies up to 30
MeV above threshold. For photon energies larger

than 1 MeV the contribution of the A/=1 part of
the interaction can no longer be neglected. For the
strong nucleon-nucleon force we use the realistic po-
tential proposed by Hamada and Johnston5 and ex-
press our results in terms of the seven parity-
violating nucleon-nucleon-meson coupling constants
involved in the parity-violating potential arising
from the exchange of ir±, p, and co mesons.

In Sec. II the parity-violating nucleon-nucleon po-
tential is described. The formula for the asymmetry
Acir is given in Sec. HI. In the final section we
present our results and conclusions.

II. THE PARITY-VIOLATING
NUCLEON-NUCLEONPOTENTIAL

We shall assume, as usual, that the parity-
violating nucleon-nucleon interaction can be
represented by a parity-violating potential FPV, aris-
ing from the exchange of single pseudoscalar and
vector mesons: the tt±, p*'0, and a. In particular,
weshall ignore the effects of 2ir exchange. This po-
tential is determined by seven effective parity-
violating nucleon-nucleon-meson coupling constants,
defined by6

f. _KV=^i>(rX <l>)zrPrPV_

and

rPVHV=-$
.0^-.ApT-^+A^+^-OTrfJ-?•E/? )

+
K_
2M

Wb'-p^YsiTXpuW

r"rs^- iW* >u +h l>rzcojy'1y5i>

(1)

where f, <j>, p, and co are the fields of the nucleon, pion, p meson, and a meson, respectively. The t's are Pauli
matrices. For the y matrices and the metric we follow the conventions of Ref. 7.

The effective Hamiltonian for the strong nucleon-nucleon-meson couplings is given by
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H^ -ig^YiT-^ip

and

Hsv=gA r "+ 2 M
a^vi(p' -p)x T-p^+gcof r,+ ^a,vi(pl _p)v fi^y å 

The parity-violating potential resulting from (1) and (2) is

7M
P
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PV-'u

where
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"
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(3)
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-

hi T,-T, « 1 , -J-
(a +a )-(p -p,f(mpr))+

+ h
1,A?XT)z i 9 1 ^2
p^ ; (o-+o-)'[P-P,f(mpr)]_ (3b)

and

^A/=O,1

2M
hl+h <+< >i -a 1 -2((a'-ofi)-Jp'-p',/('nffl/')S +

+ (l+Xs)ialXa2-[p1-p2,f(majr)]_)+ hl
1_ 2
--(a+a )-{p -p ,/(me/)}+

-m,r,where/(m,r)=e ' (4i7r).
(3c)

III. THE ASYMMETRYAcit IN THE CROSS SECTION FOR THE
PHOTODISINTEGRATION OF DEUTERON

In calculating the cross section for deuteron photodisintegration we shall include only the dipole transitions.
The contributions from higher multipole transitions are negligible for photon energies we consider.4' 8

In the absence of parity violation there are four possible dipole transitions: an Ml transition to the
lS0{I=l) final state and El transitions to the 3P0(I=l), 3PiiI=l), and (3P2+3F2)(I=1) states. These are
shown in Figs. l(a) and Kb) by double solid lines. Owing to the presence of the parity-violating force (3), states
of opposite parity [in Figs. Ha), and Kb) connected by dotted lines with the original states] are admixed into
the 'So, 3S1 and 3P0, 3^i> 3P2 +3F2 states, allowing for further electromagnetic transitions [shown on Figs. l(a)
and Kb) by single solid lines]. Only those admixed states are indicated which can be connected with the initial
state by a dipole transition.

The asymmetry

j" ^cir -
g(+)-g(-)
a(+)+a(-)

is given by
2Re 2 [(Ml)>2,z(£l)M+(£ D>A(Ml)/2,z]

^cir-"
/, '.

2 t
(Ml)/z/J 2+ | (£l)/z,J 2]

2Re(M1+£1 +£2+£3)

Ml+E1+E2+E3

(4)

(5)
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where
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(5d)

(5e)

(5f)
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(5h)

Here iz and fz are the third components of the spin
of the initial and final nucleon systems, respectively.
In Eq. (5) the wave functions U and Ud represent
the np scattering state and the deuteron state, respec-

t ively. They are eigenstates of the Hamada-

=-0.12 and taking mp=m(a=775 MeV, weobtain
the following result for the asymmetry Acil as a
function of the incident photon energy COL:

. 1 5 Til.
Acil(aL )=«(©£ )gph°p +a'(COL )gahl +p(COL )gph

jonnsion potential.- ine states aamixea by tlie
parity-violating potential are denoted by U and Ud.

+r(«>L )(gPh lp-gtahl )+y(CDL )gph lp'
p"p

They satisfy the Schrodinger equations given in the
Appendi x.

+UcoL)gJv. (6)

Thus Acil is sensitive to six independent combina-
tions of the seven constants. This is due to the fact

Assuming for the tensor-type strong couplings the that there is no contribution from the spin-changing

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

iming for the tensor-type strong couplii
values Xv=/J.p-fin=3.71 and Xs=lip+lin parts of the A/=l parity-violating potential, and
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FIG. 1. (a) Electromagnetic transitions in fd^-np
with M l-type regular transitions, (b) Electromagnetic
transitions in Yd->np with is l-type regular transitions.

that the contributions of the gphp term in Eq. (3b)
and of the gahl term in Eq. (3c) are (in view of
mp̂ ma) equal and of opposite sign.

We shall discuss the values of the functions a,
a',... ,8 separately for the regions a>L-EB < 1 MeV
and COL-EB>\ MeV. For photon energies
COL-EB > l MeV the dominant regular transition is
E l, while near threshold the regular M l transition
dominates.

FIG. 2. The quantities a, a', 13, and 8 as functions of
a)L-EB for 0<a»L-EB < \ MeV (plotted on the left-side
vertical axis in units of 10~3). Also shown are the in-
tegrated yd^-np cross sections for M 1 and E 1 transitions
as functions of COL-EB (plotted on the right-side vertical
axis in units of mb).

For photon energies 0<coL -EB <0.01 MeV the
quantities a, a', and /? are almost constants, and the
asymmetry is given to a good approximation by

AciT^( l.6Ogph°p+OJ2gah°

-4J4gph2p)X l0-3. (7)

The same expression holds for the photon circular
polarization in the capture of thermal neutrons by
protons, n +p-*d +y. Our numerical result (7) is
consistent with previous calculations2'9 of Py. Thus,
as emphasized by Lee,3 a measurement with low-
energy photons provides a test of Lobashov's experi-
mental result. 1

Acir calculated with our a, a', and /?, with the
coupling constants used in Ref. 3, shows the same
behavior as Lee's calculation,3 which was carried out
up to 1 MeV above threshold, employing the
Hulthen-Sugawara4 wave function.

A. 0<coL~EB<l MeV

In Fig. 2 we show the calculated values of the in-
tegrated cross sections for Ml and E l transitions
(plotted on the right-side vertical axis). The total
cross section is obtained by adding the M1 and E 1
parts. The values of a, a', ft and 8 are also given in
this figure (plotted on the left-side vertical axis).
The values of y and y' are too small to be seen in
this figure. The following features are to be noted.
For comparable coupling strength the A/ = 1 contri-
bution is suppressed in this energy region, and con-
sequently Acir is dominated by the A/ =0 (involving
a and a') and A/ =2 (proportional to /?) parts.

B. l<aL-EB<30MeV

In Fig. 3 we give the integrated cross section for
E1 and M1 transitions and the values for
a,a',... ,8. An important feature of our result is
that in the energy region 1 <coL-EB <30 MeV the
A/ = l component in A^ can no longer be neglect-
ed. In fact, the weak pion-exchange term (propor-
tional to 8) becomes more and more dominant (for
comparable couplings) as the photon energy in-
creases. To see this more precisely, in Table I we
give a,a',... ,8 for several values oicoL -EB.

T o estimate Arir, we need information on the'cir;

strength of the parity-violating couplings
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FIG. 3. The quantities a, a', ji, y, y', and 8 for
1 <aL-Eb <30 MeV. See also figure caption for Fig. 2.

h°p,...,hp' and fT, as well as on the strong cou-

pling constants gp, ga, and gw. For gp we take
gp2/4ir=0.50. This value follows, assuming vector-
meson dominance for the NNp vertex, from the
p^e+e- decay with T . _=6.8±1.0 keV.10

For ga we shall take the value gO)2/4Tr=4.5, ob-
tained using SU(3) symmetry with ideal co-cf> mixing.
The pion-nucleon coupling constant is
g7T2/4ir= 14.4." As mentioned earlier, the magnetic
coupling Xv is taken to be Xv=Hp-Ju«=3.71, in
accordance with the vector-dominance assumption.
The value Xs=^p +fin = -0. 12 used follows again
from SU(3) symmetry with ideal co-(j> mixing.

For the parity-violating constant h°,... ,fn no
firm prediction can be made at present, in view of
the uncertainties involved in treating the effects of
the strong interactions. To estimate Acin we shall
take the recommended values of Desplanques,
Donoghue, and Holstein6' 12:

TABLE I. Values of a,a\
functions of a>L -EB.

.,8(inunitsof10 )as

1 MeV 10 MeV 20 MeV 30 MeV

a 0 .6 0 0 - 0 .7 0 1 -  1 .0 9 8 - 1 .2 7 3

a ' 0 . 1 9 7 -  0 .2 2 0 - 0 .3 4 3 - 0 . 3 9 5

p - 0 .7 0 4 0 .6 7 4 1 .0 5 1 1 . 1 9 5

r - 0 .0 2 2 - 0 . 1 0 0 - 0 . 1 8 6 - 0 .2 7 7

y ' 0 .0 4 6 0 .2 1 5 0 .4 0 7 0 .6 1 5

5 -  1 .0 7 4 - 4 .3 9 2 - 7 .4 8 4 -  1 0 .2 9 4

*2=

* '=-

-1.14X10-6, /z°=-O.19Xl(r6 ,

-0.02XKT6 ,

- O.O7X1O-6 ,

-0.95X10"6, hj,=-

0.11X10"6, hp (8)

and
-6fv=0.46X 10

With the strong coupling constants we use, these
give

gph°p=-2.86X 10-6

aA°=-1.43xl0 -6

?ph;=-2.38X10 -6
(9)

gpAp-aX=0.78X 10--6

gphl' =-0.18X10 -6

and

g7r/ff=6.19x l0-6.

The parity-violating vector-meson and pion-
exchange contributions to Ack are given in Table II.
As seen, the weak pion-exchange contribution dom-
inates even at photon energies as low as COL-EB s 1
MeV. This is in part due to the fact that for
1 <®l -Eb <30 MeV there is a cancellation among
the contributions of the vector-meson terms. In ad-
dition, for \0<coL -EB < 30 MeV the magnitude of
the function 8 is larger than the magnitudes of the
other functions a,a',...y'.

Recently calculations of the parity-violating
asymmetry in the differential cross section in the
electrodisintegration of the deuteron by longitudi-
nally polarized electrons were reported.13'14 At the
q2->-0 limit this asymmetry is related to the asym-
metry Acil in y-\-d^>-n +p and when the energy is
near the threshold of disintegration, both asym-
metries are related to the Py in n +p-*d +y. Like
us, Hwang, Henley, and Miller13 find that as the en-
ergy of the incident electron increases the weak

TABLE II. AdT as a function of COL-EB, calculated
with gphlp' = -0. 18X 10~6 (Ref. 12) and the recommend-

ed values of Desplanques, Donoghue, and Holstein (Ref.
6) for the remaining coupling constants. A^T and A^r
denote the vector-meson and pion contributions, respec-
tively. Aciv=AciT+Acn- All values are quoted in units of
lO"8.

1 MeV 10 MeV 20 MeV 30 MeV

^* cir
A *.
J± cir

Aå "cir

-0.04
-0.66
-0.70

0.06

-2.72
-2.66

0.09

-4.63
-4.54

0.10

-6.37
-6.27
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pion-exchange term becomes more and more dom-
inant. However as the kinematics of electrodisin-
tegration and photodisintegration are different, a
precise comparison of our results with theirs is diffi-
cult.

It is also interesting to give an upper limit for Aci[
implied by the bounds on the parity-violating cou-
pling constants deduced from the existing experi-
mental data. The bound

-4.1Xl0-6</w<2.9Xl0-6, 90% C.L.

(10)

obtained by Bowman, Gibson, Herczeg, and Hen-
ley15 (from their fit A in which data on parity viola-
tion in heavy nuclei and the experimental result on
the photon circular polarization in np-±dy are ex-
cluded) implies

Mcir l <O.6X1CT7 forcoL-EB=I MeV ,

Mdrl <2.4X1O-7 for0^-^=10MeV, (ll)

Mdr l <5.7Xl0'-7 for«L-£'B=30 MeV ,

provided that the weak vector-meson couplings are
not much larger than the limits (10) on fn. To have
A^ir comparable to A^t would require hp a)/f1Ts3
for COL-EB&I MeV, h^Jf,=12 for COL-EBs10
MeV, andhpiB>/fvs 15 for COL-EB =30 MeV.
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APPEND IX

In this appendix we give the equations for the parity-violating scattering and deuteron states.
The scattering states U( lS0), U(2PQ), U{ XD2), and U{3D2) satisfy

(D0+ Vs)UOS0)=8i K-

+ &,*«

frl XvVBp+2VEp

x ax

XsVBa +2VEm
X dX

U(2P0) , (Al)

(Dl+Vs)U(iP0)=-Si K-^i (2+Xv)VBp+2VEp
dX

+ g»K (2+Xs )VBa +2VEa
dX

mls0) (A2)

(D2+Vs)U(lD2)=-8^i
gp

h ° ll2
Hp~Vr6 p XyVBp+2VEp

X dX

+ gahl Xs VB<a+ 2VBa
X dX

f/( jp2 )

+*w gp
1

.0 *å  .2

V6
XVVBp+2VEp

1,J_
X dX

+ gahl XsVBa +2Vl Ea
A,A
X dX

uCf2 ) (A3)
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VI.
(D2+ FS)C/(3D2)= -4-jigvfvVv

,

V3.
'_.- 1.1

-t- °T7T'Sp"

V2U(iP1)+ ^U{iF1)
V3. Vl

+ 8 V I
i gphp Vbp C/(3P2 )+ -^| C/(jF2 )

p"pV3

-*^kig*h

VBp-2 VEp

V Rm-2Vt Eat

X dX

x ' ax

UWi)-

m'Pj)

VI
VBp-2VEp

A.J_
X dX

U{iF2)

+
-7=VI

v ^-iv,Eo>
A._L

x ax
Ui'Fj) (A4)

The equations for the deuteron state Ud(xP\) and C/d(3Pi) are

(D1 +Fs)I/rf(1P, )=8A/3/ - XVVBp+2VEp
X dX

and

gcohl

-8A/6/

8/

XsVBa + 2VEa
X X

Sphp"p Xv VBp+2VEp
X dX

Udl3Si)

Xs VBa+2VEa
1,A

x ax
Ud{lDx)

(A5)

^(Dl + Vs)Ud(3P] )= ^g1rfirVAUd(iSl )+^Ud(iDO]-S^igph ip' VBp u^so+^ u^do
VI ; 1.1

-t-°77f'Sp"VI p"p

V2

VBp~2VEp

v -̂iv,Ea

i . a

--+X ' dX

X dX

udOso+^

£/d(3Si )

VBp-2VEp
2 . a
X ' dX

Ud{lDx

+ V2
V ^-lViEio

2 .J_

X dX
Ud{*Dx (A6)

In Eqs. (A1)-(A6)

m. -a,X
lOTTA

where a,-=m,-/mT and X=mvr. Vsdenotes the strong-interaction potential and Dt=d2/dr2+k2-l(/ + \)/r2
(/ = orbital angular momentum.)
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